
Metal Mesh Solutions



METAL SOLUTIONS

U EDGING FLAT AND ANGLED

BASIC
Mesh suspends from a single bar, 
either welded from the inside or  
with mechanical connection: all 

BASIC
Available in any metal, the angled 
material conceals a clamping bar, 
blind tapped, for grabbing most  

OPEN EDGES

may be added top and bottom to 

OPEN EDGES

in stainless steel or copper alloys, 

FRAME

Available with sound absorbing 
backing serving both aesthetic  

FRAME
The sharp edges of this frame style 
call attention to decorative wall 

CURVED
Formed U-edging is a great solution 
for ceiling applications to create 
shimmering installations that play with 

CURVED
Bending metal angle is a unique value 
proposition that few organizations 



EXTENDED LOOP

BASIC

surface hardware comprise this 

U-shaped hardware capture the  

BASIC
An ideal solution for cabled mesh, 

crimped around a hanger of round 

OPEN EDGES
For lightweight partition screens, 
request a spring loaded solution for 
lighter weight meshes that will divide 

OPEN EDGES
Stabilize your installation for 
unobtrusive crowd control with a 

CURVED
Play with architectural space – if  

CURVED



FINISHES

ZINC GREY

BLACKENED STAINLESS

BRUSHED BRASS VELVET BLUE

BLACKENED BRONZE CAST BRONZE*

TORCHED STAINLESS

CORTEN

MIRRORED BRASS PARIS GREEN

BRUSHED STAINLESS CAST GOLD*

TORCHED BRONZE

RUSTIC BROWN

ANTIQUE BRASS CUSTOM BLENDS

MIRRORED STAINLESS CAST ZINC*

NATURAL COLLECTION

Metal mesh is a premium architectural ornamentation 
that can simultaneously serve many creative functions: 
organizing space, interacting with light, and acoustical 

level of craft and creativity that go into making woven metal 

highlight 
your design



RAL 4007

RAL 2001

RAL 1003 RAL 7044

RAL 1019V RAL 9004

RAL 5017

RAL 2007

RAL 1005 RAL 8003

RAL 1028 RAL 9005

RAL 6026

RAL 4010

RAL 1017 RAL 9001

RAL 1035 RAL 9010

Tougher than conventional paints, powder coating is an 
electrostatic application of pigmented dry powder that is baked 

the natural grain of the metal, it leaves behind a durable 

HERE



FRAME PROFILES

FINISHES

MAPLE WALNUT MAHOGANY

MLD400 MLD500 MLD600 MLD700

panels, wood framing adds a softer touch to commercial 


